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in the case of crysis 2, the storyline was a less substantial leap than the first, taking place in an arcadia off the atlantic coast (a nod to the original, which took place in an area off the pacific coast). this included a sequence in

which one of the series' characters, vri, was forced to become a shukur, or "one who walks," while the player was a man-at-arms, or one who walks and fights. to take it back even further, though, the two games were
originally developed by the same team as the first, working under the company crytek, one of which consisted of writer chris roberts and director matt hooper. too bad that the crysis moniker was, much like the f-zero series'
has become associated with something "unofficial" that was developed at the request of nintendo, an interpretation that isn't so inaccurate, considering crytek's choice of name for its first title, namely crysis: warhead. that
game was released in december 2007, and placed on the xbox 360 in the spring of 2008. "i'm dismayed when i look at the crysis 2 page on amazon. it comes up three times in the top three, which makes me think about the

work that went into it, and that does not make for a happy conclusion to a year of hard work." but crytek, as is its nature, defies logic, and with that in mind, it's not the first game in the series that was met with universal
acclaim. the first game, released in may 2007, went on to receive a metacritic score of 91, an "editors' choice" award at the game informer "best of the year" readers' choice awards, and a second crysis game review from

game informer.
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